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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT. PIZZA UTOPIA RESTAURANT KITCHEN

ITALIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At the Pizza

Utopia Restaurant the COOKS are making the pizza. 1 of the

cooks throws the pizza dough onto the flour covered counter

and uses a rolling pan to roll it flat.

The Cook picks up the flat pizza dough and spins and tosses

into the air. The cook puts the pizza dough back onto the

counter, and then pours tomato sauce onto the pizza dough.

The Cook shreds cheese onto the sauce, and puts on some

pepperonis on the pizza. The cook then puts a drop of secret

sauce onto the pizza and then puts the bottle onto the

counter.

The cook puts the pizza onto the pizza paddle and puts the

pizza into the oven.

CUT TO

INT. PIZZA UTOPIA RESTAURANT DINING ROOM FRONT COUNTER

In the dining room a TEENAGE DELIVERY BOY shaggy hair with

blue eyes is waiting up at the counter.

The Cook gives the pizza to the delivery boy, and the

delivery boy takes it.

CHEF ATTILIO(O.S)

Here is a large pepperoni with

cheese. Delivery it to 15 Goose

Court.

PIZZA DELIVERY BOY

Another 1, this is like there 5th 1

this evening.

THE PIZZA COOK (O.S)

I know right? But it’s good for

business.

FADE TO
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EXT. GOOSE COURT EDMONTON EVENING

SUSPENSEFUL HORROR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The

Pizza Delivery Boy stops his scooter at the front of the

house where he is going to deliver the pizza.

The Pizza Delivery Boy gets off of his scooter and walks up

to the front door of the house.

CUT TO

EXT. HOUSE FRONT DOOR

The Pizza Delivery boy KNOCKS on the front door. He waits

and there’s no answer at the door. The Pizza Delivery Boy

has a confuse look on his face.

Suddenly the front door BREAKS down and the Pizza Delivery

Boy is shocked and scared by the door falling down.

PIZZA DELIVERY BOY

Hello?

Suddenly HUMANOID PIZZA ZOMBIES come running out of the

house right at the pizza delivery boy. The Pizza Delivery

boy SCREAMS in fear.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER ACT

ACT 1

FADE IN

INT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAY DAYTIME

HAPPY GUITAR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Next Day

at Edmonton Central High school, Harvey OPENS his locker and

takes out a book. Suddenly girls next to him start to

GIGGLE.

Harvey has a confuse look on his face wondering what’s going

on. Some TEENAGE GIRLS are looking at a magazine with a

picture of IAN LASTIC 16 years old Caucasian, charming, shy,

reserved, kind, caring, a dreamer, charismatic, has blonde

hair and blue eyes

TEENAGE GIRL 1

This is so exciting eh, Ian Lastic

is going to be attending our

school.

(CONTINUED)
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TEENAGE GIRL 2

I know right, I hope he can sign my

notebook, or my bottle collection.

TEENAGE GIRL 3

Why a bottle collection?

TEENAGE GIRL 2

Because they have all of Ian’s

pictures on them, eh.

The teenage girls SCREAM with joy, as James and Darcy come

up to Harvey with confuse looks on their faces.

HARVEY STONE

You guys see this to eh?

DARCY DILLIANS

Yes, all of the girls are excited

that Ian Lastic is going to attend

out school.

HARVEY STONE

Who is Ian LAstic?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Ian Lastic is a teenage model and

spokesperson to the Glush soda

drink and son to Ivan Lastic CEO of

the Glush drinks Corporation with a

net worth of 300 billion dollars.

DARCY DILLIANS

OK Jim you don’t need to tell us

all about Ian and the Lastic

legacy, we will just watch a video

about it on the internet.

HARVEY STONE

Guys he is just a famous teenage,

deep down inside he’s just a

regular guy just like everyone

else.

Suddenly GIRLY SCREAMS come out from down the hall. Harvey ,

Darcy and James run down the hall to see what’s going on.

CUT TO
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INT. FRONT HALL OF EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

POP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey, Darcy and James run

into the front hall and sees girls SCREAMING for excitement

as Ian Lastic walks into the school.

TEENAGE GIRL 4 (O.S)

It’s Ian Lastic!!!

The teenage girls SCREAM for excitement as Ian wave to them.

Mr.Hall and the other teachers surround Ian and protect him

from the screaming girls. PRINCIPAL MOOSE in his 50’s, wise,

grumpy, mature, polite has grey hair and green eyes walks up

to Ian Lastic.

IAN LASTIC

Hello everyone. It’s so nice to

meet you all.

PRINCIPAL MOOSE

Yes, yes, it’s nice to meet a

famous boy like you.

(to the screaming girls)

And as for you young ladies, if you

keep up going fan crazy over our

new student there will be detention

for all the girls in school.

All of the teenage girls stop screaming and walk away from

Ian in disappointment. Mr. Hall hands Ian his school

schedule.

MR. HALLS

Here is your schedule kid.

IAN LASTIC

Thank you sir.

PRINCIPAL MOOSE

Now please come with me to my

office, we will discuss your fame

with our school.

Principal Moose and Ian walk into the Principal’s office.

Rupert, Timmy, Olivia, Christina and Carla walk up to Harvey

and friends.

RUPERT SKYLER

(mad)

What a popularity hog.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

What’s that suppose to mean?

TIMMY "TIM" EELSON

He means that paparazzi will be

surrounding the school, taking

pictures of Ian Lastic.

RUPERT SKYLER

And we will be in the middle of the

crossfire.

HARVEY STONE

Hey come on deep down inside Ian is

just a regular kid.

OLIVIA MARTIN

Harvey is right about that.

HARVEY STONE

I am?

OLIVIA MARTIN

Of course you are.

CARLA STONE

Anyway class begins in 5 minutes

for us, so we have to get going.

CHRISTINA ODDONELL

(to James)

So Jim do you want to meet at the

new Pizza place to help me study

for my history test?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(nervously answers)

Um..Umm...Umm...Yes sure, let’s do

that.

RUPERT SKYLER

We’re going to that place after

school too. It’s called Pizza

Utopia, and I hope you nerd won’t

eat any of my pizza.

Suddenly the bell RINGS and Rupert, Timmy, Carla and

Christina walk away from Harvey, Darcy and James.

OLIVIA MARTIN

(to Harvey)

I will see you around Harvey.

(CONTINUED)
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Olivia walks away from Harvey with a bored look on her face.

She then smiles with excitement.

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

I can’t believe I talked to Harvey

again. I hope I can see him at that

new pizza place.

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

Now I am thinking about it, let’s

get some of that Pizza Utopia pizza

after school.

DARCY DILLIANS

It’s a good idea to take out minds

off from a famous model, sure

thing.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Count me in.

FADE TO

INT. PIZZA UTOPIA RESTAURANT DINING ROOM LATER

Later Harvey, Darcy and James enter into Pizza Utopia where

it’s very busy with customers eating pizza. Harvey, Darcy

and James are surprise.

HARVEY STONE

Wow, this place sure is popular.

DARCY DILLIANS

I know, even our friends from

school are here.

They see Rupert and Timmy sitting in a booth eating pizza.

RUPERT SKYLER

(with food in his mouth)

Hey, why are you losers here?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(worried)

We are just here for pizza.

RUPERT SKYLER

Well you better not get any of

ours.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY DILLIANS

Relax, we will just order our own

pizza.

Harvey, Darcy and James walk up to the front counter to

order a pizza. Harvey RINGS the bell and suddenly a pizza

FLIES through the kitchen window and lands onto the counter.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Wow that was fast.

Darcy sees all of the other people obsessively eating their

pizza slices with crazy looks in their eyes.

DARCY DILLIANS

Don’t you guys think that these

people are going crazy over this

pizza?

HARVEY STONE

It’s just pizza what’s the worse

that could happen.

Harvey, Darcy and James pick up a slice of pizza from the

pizza and eats them. Darcy, and James have crazy smiling

looks on their faces while eating the pizza.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Holy cow, this is some pizza.

DARCY DILLIANS

(crazy)

I know right. It feels like my

taste buds are on an Italian

Vacation.

HARVEY STONE

(confuse)

What are you guys talking about

it’s just pizza.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(happily crazy)

Harvey, this pizza is amazing, it’s

even better then having a

girlfriend.

Harvey has a thinking look on his face wondering what’s

going on with the pizza.Suddenly Carla, Christina and Olivia

walk into Pizza Utopia.

(CONTINUED)
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CARLA STONE

Why is everyone obsessively eating

the pizza?

HARVEY STONE

I don’t know, but it could be in

the pizza.

CARLA STONE

It’s just regular pizza.

Christina starts eating the pizza. Suddenly her eyes open

wide with craziness and eats the pizza really fast.

HARVEY STONE

I think it’s not regular pizza, I

mean people aren’t like this when

eating pizza.

Carla takes a bite out of a pizza slice and eats it.

CARLA STONE

(smiles)

Hmm it’s just regular pizza.

HARVEY STONE

I don’t know about that.

Suddenly Ian Lastic comes into restaurant, and that gives

Harvey an idea.

HARVEY STONE

Hey guys, here comes Ian Lastic.

All of the customers stop eating their pizzas and turn their

attention to Ian. Ian waves to the customers. The customers

stop eating their pizzas and turn their attention to Ian.

They go back to eating their pizzas like crazy.

HARVEY STONE

Humph I that would work.

IAN LASTIC

I was just here for some pizza, but

people are crazy for this pizza.

OLIVIA MARTIN

Try me you do not want to eat that

pizza. Harvey saids so.

IAN LASTIC

Well I say I’m hungry, and I’m

going to eat that pizza.

(CONTINUED)
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Ian picks up a slice of pizza. DRUM ROLL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND. Ian takes a bite out of the pizza slice, and

nothing happened.

IAN LASTIC

See it’s just regular pizza.

Harvey has a thinking look on his face wondering what’s

going on with the pizza.

HARVEY STONE

(whispers to Carla)

I’m going to take some pizza to the

G.M.F for the professors to

analyze.

CARLA STONE

Don’t you suppose to whisper that

to Darcy and Jim?

HARVEY STONE

They are too busy eating pizza to

pay attention.

James and Darcy continue eating their pizza like crazy.

FADE TO

INT. G.M.F LABORATORY LATER

Later at the G.M.F Laboratory Professor Nick and Professor

Edward are analyzing the pizza that Harvey brought in.

Professor Edward presses a button on the keyboard and the

scanner SCANS the pizza.

HARVEY STONE

So? What’s in the pizza?

PROFESSOR NICK

It looks like normal pizza. I would

like to eat it.

Professor Nick reaches to the pizza, but Professor Edward

SLAPS his hand from getting a piece of the pizza.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

(reading the results from

computer)

It’s not regular pizza. Somehow

someone puts some magical dust on

the pizza, causing the person who

eats it to become crazy and

continue to eat the pizza.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

So that’s how they eat the pizza

like crazy, but I ate the pizza and

I feel fine.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

That’s because of your powers.

Somehow the chef gain powers from

Power Up energy drink, lust uses

his powers to create a pizza that

makes people go crazy.

HARVEY STONE

And while I was at Pizza Utopia

Carla and the new kid Ian didn’t

get effected by the pizza.

PROFESSOR NICK

Perhaps your sister was born with

powers from your father who drank a

Power Up Energy drink.

Suddenly Master Mountie walks into the laboratory with a

worried look on his face.

MASTER MOUNTIE

I don’t want to be the error of bad

news, but you should check whats on

TV.

Professor Nick presses a button on the keyboard TURNING on

the TV. A news report is on the TV where PIZZA MONSTERS come

running out of Pizza Utopia and spreading chaos through out

the streets of Edmonton.

NEWS REPORTER

(on the TV)

Somehow customers from Pizza Utopia

are mysteriously transforming into

pizza monsters.

Suddenly 1 of the Pizza monsters who is Rupert tackles down

the News Reporter and ROARS. He turns his attention to the

camera and walks forward.

RUPERT SKYLER

(monster voice)

What are you looking at?

CAMERA MAN (V.O)

I’m just the camera man.

(CONTINUED)
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The Pizza Monster Rupert throws a punch at the camera

causing it to turn into STATIC. Harvey and the others are in

shock from the news story.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

ACT 2

FADE IN

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey is

shocked and scared of what happened and then starts to

worry.

HARVEY STONE

Oh man, what just happened?

PROFESSOR NICK

The customers who ate the pizza,

they transformed into Pizza

monsters.

HARVEY STONE

So it could be something in the

special ingredient.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

(reading the results on the

computer)

The magical dust can also turn the

people who eat the pizza into pizza

humanoid monsters.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Wait a minute did you say magical

dust? I think my magical powers

could negate that spell and to

return the customers back to

normal.

HARVEY STONE

While we are at it, we can find out

who is behind all of this.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Well then, we have no time to lose,

let’s get on it.

Harvey and Master Mountie run out of the laboratory.

Professor Nick reaches for a slice of pizza, but Professor

Edward slaps his on the hand, and then throws the pizza into

the garbage.

(CONTINUED)
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CUT TO

EXT. PIZZA UTOPIA FRONT ENTRANCE PARKING LOT LATER

THRILLING HORROR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey

and Master Mountie arrive at Pizza Utopia, where all of the

Pizza monsters come charging out of the restaurant.

MASTER MOUNTIE

This doesn’t look too good.

HARVEY STONE

I sure hope nothing gets any worse.

Suddenly Darcy and James who are now Pizza monsters come

running out of Pizza Utopia. Harvey and Master Mountie are

surprise and shocked.

HARVEY STONE

Oh no Jim and Darcy got turned into

Pizza monsters from eating the

pizza.

CARLA STONE (O.S)

Harvey !!!

Carla runs over to Harvey in fear, and hugs him.

CARLA STONE

(freaks out)

Harvey, the customers had turned

into Pizza monsters after eating

the pizza.

HARVEY STONE

I know right, but I got a plan.

OLIVIA MARTIN (O.S)

(screams )

AHHHH!!!!!

Suddenly they hear Olivia’s scream. They turn to Pizza

Utopia, who has been captured by Pizza Monsters. Suddenly

FLAMES come right at the pizza monsters hitting them and

making them fall to the ground. Harvey, Master Mountie and

Carla have confuse looks on their faces.

Ian comes running into the parking lot right up to Harvey

and the others.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Ian, thank goodness you’re alright.

Did you know where those flames

came from?

IAN LASTIC

I don’t know.

Suddenly some of the pizza monsters surrounds them. The

Pizza Monsters SPRAY CHEESE out of their mouths at Harvey

and the others, trapping them in cheese.

IAN LASTIC

I don’t know if I have the stomach

for what is coming up next for us.

CUT TO

INT. PIZZA UTOPIA RESTAURANT KITCHEN

EVIL LAIR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the Pizza

Utopia Kitchen ATTILIO cruel, evil, smart, mean, has an

Italian accent, has a black mustache, and has brown eyes

is stirring a pot of tomato sauce, while Olivia is tied up

in a chair.

The Pizza monsters drag Harvey, Master Mountie, Carla and

Ian into the kitchen.

CHEF ATTILIO

Perfect, now tie them up with their

friend there.

The Pizza Monsters SPRAY CHEESE out of their mouths at

Harvey, Master Mountie, Carla and Ian, wrapping them in the

cheese.

CARLA STONE

Why are we in a kitchen?

HARVEY STONE

I think this is the villain’s evil

lair.

CHEF ATTILIO

Yes it is. Allow me to introduce

myself, Chef Attilio. The head chef

of Pizza Utopia.

IAN LASTIC

More like Pizza Dystopia

(CONTINUED)
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The pizza oven DINGS. Chef Attilio uses the pizza paddle to

pulls the pizza out of the oven.

CHEF ATTILIO

Very funny young man. How about you

guys would like to taste my newest

pizza, it will totally change your

mind after 1 bite.

The Pizza monsters take the pizza slices from the pizza and

shove them into Harvey’s, Master Mountie’s , Carla’s,

Olivia’s and Ian’s mouths.

CHEF ATTILIO

You like it? I made it with my

special secret ingredient, it

transforms you into a pizza monster

just like my customers.

MASTER MOUNTIE

(mouth full of pizza)

So you’re behind all this,

you’re turning people into pizza

monsters?

CHEF ATTILIO

Of course I did.

HARVEY STONE

(mouth full of pizza )

But why?

CHEF ATTILIO

I used to work for Pizza Utopia for

my father. Someday I will take over

the family business, but everything

changed when I ate the pizza.

CARLA STONE

(mouth full of pizza)

What do you mean by that, you get

free pizza?

CHEF ATTILIO

Not anymore, 1 day I was hungry

during a delivery, and so I ate the

pizza that I was suppose to

delivery. My father fired me, and

Pizza Utopia went out of business.

IAN LASTIC

(mouth full of pizza)

And then what happened?

(CONTINUED)
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OLIVIA MARTIN

(mouth full of pizza)

You re-open Pizza Utopia?

CHEF ATTILIO

Yes, but with a twist. I drank a

Power Up Energy Drink that grants

me the power to create magic dust.

So I use that dust in my pizza, and

once people eat my pizza, they will

craze more for it, and soon

transform into pizza monsters, and

I will use them for my revenge.

HARVEY STONE

(mouth full of pizza)

Revenge on what?

CHEF ATTILIO

Pizza, I shall unleash my army of

pizza monsters onto the world, and

destroy every pizza restaurant in

the world, so there will be no more

pizza.

MASTER MOUNTIE

(mouth full of pizza)

Not if we have anything to say

about it.

HARVEY STONE

(mouth full of pizza)

Time to shock some sense into this

crazy chef.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey uses

his ELECTRICITY POWERS to RELEASE ELECTRIC WAVES out of his

body, causing it to destroy the pizza that he, Master

Mountie, Ian, Olivia and Carla free from the cheese.

They spit out their pizza and Harvey goes into his fighting

stances as ICY MIST comes out from his body.

HARVEY STONE

Ian, you take Olivia to safety,

while me take care of these pizza

monsters.

CARLA STONE

Wait, we?

Ian grabs Olivia’s arm and they run out of the kitchen. Chef

Attilio SPRAYS out MAGIC DUST out of his hands and the pizza

monsters causing them to GROW MUSCLES.

(CONTINUED)
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CHEF ATTILIO

Get them my freaks.

The Pizza monsters ROAR and charge right at Harvey, Carla

and Master Mountie. ELECTRICITY APPEARS out from Harvey’s

feet.

HARVEY STONE

Thunder Stomp.

Harvey STOMPS onto the floor, causing THUNDERBOLTS to come

out from the floor and ELECTROCUTING the pizza monsters.

SMOKE comes out from the pizza monsters and Harvey and the

others SNIFF the burnt pizza monsters.

CARLA STONE

Why do you want me to fight?

MASTER MOUNTIE

(to Carla)

Because you have some of your

father’s powers. Your father drank

a Power Up Energy drink that grants

him powers of explosions. Now he

passed that down onto you.

Harvey FIRES ELECTRICITY SNOWBALLS RAPIDLY at the Pizza

monsters hitting them and making them fall to the floor. He

then uses his ICE POWERS to create an ICE CLUB out of his

hands and swings it at the other Pizza monsters.

CARLA STONE

I don’t know if I could active

these powers. I don’t know if I

have them in me.

MASTER MOUNTIE

You can try. Just think of what you

want and let it out.

Suddenly the Pizza Monsters come charging right at Master

Mountie and Carla. Carla looks nervous and raises her hand

in the air. Her hand starts to GLOW with ORANGE ENERGY and

she taps 1 of the pizza monsters with her finger.

CUT TO
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EXT. PIZZA UTOPIA FRONT ENTRANCE PARKING LOT

A BIG EXPLOSION comes out from Pizza Utopia, sending Harvey,

Carla, Master Mountie, Chef Attilio and his Pizza monsters

FLYING through the air by the explosion.

They land to the ground covered in smoke and ash.

CHEF ATTILIO

Mamma Mia, that’s a big explosion.

HARVEY STONE

(to Carla)

Carla. Did that came from you?

CARLA STONE

Yes it did. I got dad’s explosion

powers.

HARVEY STONE

I wonder what other surprises will

come out today?

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly the

Pizza Monsters come charging right at Harvey, Master Mountie

and Carla.

Suddenly LONG ELASTIC ARMS come out from the alleyway and

wraps them around the Pizza Monsters trapping them in the

long elastic arms.

Harvey, Carla and Master Mountie are surprise. Master

Mountie waves his hand in the air and MAGICAL ENERGY comes

out from his hands.

The Magical energy hits the pizza monsters and TURNING them

back to normal, along with Darcy, James, Timmy, Rupert, and

Christina with confuse looks on their faces.

TIMMY "TIM" EELSON

Um...What just happened?

RUPERT SKYLER

I don’t know, but I will be

skipping pizza for a while.

DARCY DILLIANS

(ask Harvey)

Harvey...What just happened?

HARVEY STONE

I’ll tell you it later.

(CONTINUED)
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CHEF ATTILIO

(angry)

You destroy all of my pizza

monsters, now it’s time for you to

see my greatest creation.

Chef Attilio uses his magical powers to make all of the

pizza on the ground come towards him and MOLDS him into a

GIANT PIZZA MONSTER.

Harvey and Master Mountie go into their fighting stances,

with Carla having a nervous look on her face, and Rupert,

Timmy and the others run away from the Pizza Utopia parking

lot.

CHEF ATTILIO

(monster voice)

This is my own Pizza Monster Form,

now it’s time for the pizza to eat

you.

Harvey FIRES ICE BEAMS out of his hands at Chef Attilio’s

pizza monster form, but he uses a giant piece of pepperoni

to block the attack and LAUGHS at Harvey.

CHEF ATTILIO

(Monster voice)

Is that the best you got boy?

HARVEY STONE

That’s nothing punk.

Chef Attilio FIRES RED SLIME out of his mouth right at

Harvey. Harvey dodges the attack and FIRES a LIGHTNING BOLT

at Chef Attilio. Chef Attilio gets ELECTROCUTED by the

lightning bolt, and then FIRES CHEESE out of his hands at

Harvey.

Harvey gets captured in the cheese, he takes off his mountie

hat and uses his ICE POWERS to TRANSFORM it into a buzzsaw

hat. He throws it onto the cheese covering him, breaking him

free from the cheese.

ELECTRICITY comes out from his buzzsaw hat and he throws it

at Chef Attilio, but he dodges the attack and LAUGHS at

Harvey.

CHEF ATTILIO

You miss sucker.

HARVEY STONE

Guess again Chef Loco

(CONTINUED)
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Harvey FIRES ELECTRICITY out of his hand at his buzzsaw hat

and pulls it back at Chef Attilio, hitting him and cutting

off his pizza monster arm. Harvey catchesh is hat, and Chef

Attilio’s pizza monster arm REGROWS back.

ELECTRICITY appears on his body, and he covers his body with

ICY ARMOR. He launches himself at Chef Attilio, headbutting

him in the chest and knocks him down to the ground and SKIDS

through the parking lot.

Master Mountie FLOATS into the air and FIRES a MAGICAL

ENERGY BALL at Chef Attilio. Chef Attilio OPENS his mouth

and swallows the magical energy ball howl.

He BURPS and SMOKE comes out from his mouth.

CHEF ATTILIO

That’s a spicey meatball.

HARVEY STONE

Oh yeah, try this spicey meatball.

Harvey FIRE ELECTRIC BALLS RAPIDLY out of his hands right at

Chef Attilio. Chef Attilio gets hit by the electric balls.

He stomps onto the ground and CHEESE SPRAYS out of his feet

at Harvey, trapping him in the cheese.

Harvey uses his ICE POWERS to cover the cheese around him in

ice. He BREAKS free from the cheese and Master Mountie makes

a FORCE FIELD to APPEAR around Chef Attilio trapping him in

it.

MASTER MOUNTIE

There. That will stop him.

HARVEY STONE

That will show him.

Suddenly FLAMES come BURSTING out into the force field

hitting Chef Attilio, causing him to SCREAM in pain. Harvey,

Master Mountie, and Carla are confuse by the flames.

CARLA STONE

Did you do that?

HARVEY STONE

I didn’t do that. I thought Master

Mountie did it.

MASTER MOUNTIE

It was me neither, but we will

figure that out later.

(CONTINUED)
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Chef Attilio BANGS on the inside of the force field, and

BREAKS free from it. He ROARS and GROWS BIGGER. He then

throws a stomp down onto Harvey, Master Mountie and Carla.

Harvey PROJECTS an ELECTRIC FORCE FIELD out of his hands

around, him and the others. Chef Attilio stomps onto the

force field, and causing him to get ELECTROCUTED by the

force field.

Harvey makes the electrici force field DISAPPEAR and he

throws an uppercut punch at Chef Attilio hitting him and

making him stumble backwards.

CHEF ATTILIO

I shall show you what I am made

out.

HARVEY STONE

You’re made out of pizza.

CHEF ATTILIO

Yes, it is sure.

Chef Attilio throws a giant punch down onto Harvey. Harvey

ues his ICE POWERS to FORM a giant ICY FIST and throws a

punch at Chef Attilio , causing both of them to hit each

other.

HARVEY STONE

Time to freeze this pizza.

Harvey then stomps onto the ground and causing ICE to APPEAR

out of the ground and FREEZES Chef Attilio in ice. Chef

Attilio struggles to break free from the ice.

HARVEY STONE

(to Carla)

Carla, do you want to finish this

off?

CARLA STONE

(smiles)

Gladly.

Chef Attilio BREAKS free from the ice, and ROARS.

CHEF ATTILIO

(angry monster voice)

This ends now, when I’m done with

you, I shall make a new pizza, out

of your bones.

(CONTINUED)
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CARLA STONE

Sir, it’s time for you to get

suvered

Carla MAKES an ORANGE ENERGY BALL out of her hands. She

FIRES it right at Chef Attilio. The Orange energy ball hits

chef Attilio and EXPLODES on impact.

The Smoke CLEARS and Chef Attilio returns to his normal

self.

CHEF ATTILIO

Mamma Mia I’m in serious pain.

FADE TO

INT. G.M.F LABORATORY LATER

MELLOW HAPPY DRAMA MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Later at the

G.M.F Laboratory Professor Nick and PRofessor Edward SCAN

Carla with the scanner.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(to Harvey)

Thanks for the save Harvey.

DARCY DILLIANS

Totally, after that experience, I’m

going to skip on eating pizza for a

while.

HARVEY STONE

Same here.

PROFESSOR NICK

Attention everybody. Carla has

super powers.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

(reading the results on

tablet)

According to these results, Carla

has inherited Rock Stone’s

explosion powers. And also you and

your brother are not effected by

Chef Attilio’s pizza because of

your powers.

CARLA STONE

So what does that mean for me?

(CONTINUED)
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MASTER MOUNTIE

You can learn to control your

powers, and you can join the G.M.F.

HARVEY STONE

But what about the customers and

our classmates who where effected

by the pizza?

MASTER MOUNTIE

I used my magic to erase the

peoples’ memories about Pizza

Utopia and from today.

CARLA STONE

Well that’s a relief.

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

Now come, has dinner ready.

CARLA STONE

It better not be pizza. I’m not

going to eat pizza for a while.

HARVEY STONE

No it’s Chinease.

Everyone LAUGHS with joy.

CUT TO

INT. GLUSH SODA CORPERATION HQ LATER

EVIL DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Later at

the Glush Soda Coperation IVAN LASTIC in his 40’s Caucasian,

cold, hard, very strict, bossy, smart and cruel, has hazel

hair, red eyes and wears glasses is up at his desk.

Ian comes into his office and walks up to him.

IAN LASTIC

Good evening father.

IVAN LASTIC

Hello son. I have a meeting here in

5 minutes. So make it quick and

tell me about your first day.

IAN LASTIC

I made a lot of new friends at

Edmonton Central, and I was great.

(CONTINUED)
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IVAN LASTIC

Good. Have you been using your

powers in public?

IAN LASTIC

No. I don’t think so.

IVAN LASTIC

Good, because I don’t want anyone

knowing about your powers.

Ivan uses his ELASTIC POWERS to stratch out his right arm at

the frigde across the room and OPENS it, and takes out a

bottle of water. He pulls it back to his desk and place the

bottle of water on his desk.

IVAN LASTIC

At least 1 of my 5 children

inherited both of my powers.

Ivan picks up a piece of paper, and uses his FIRE POWERS to

set it on FIRE BURNING up and TURNING it into ash.

IVAN LASTIC

Oh and by the way son...If you ever

used your powers, I will send you

to Quebec, to your brothers and

sisters who are working on your

Uncle’s dairy farm.

IAN LASTIC

Yes father.

Ian turns around and walks out of his father’s office and

then have a thinking look on his face.

DISSOLVE TO

EXT. PIZZA UTOPIA FRONT ENTRANCE PARKING LOT (FLASHBACK)

In a flashback Ian is behind a garbage container. His hand

GLOWS RED and FIRES a BLAST of FIRE at the pizza monsters in

front of Pizza Utopia.

CUT TO



24.

EXT. ALLEYWAY (FLASHBACK)

In another flashback in the allyway Olivia is hiding behind

a garbage bin while Ian is watching the battle. He uses his

ELASTIC POWERS to STRETCH out his arms at the Pizza monsters

in the Pizza Utopia Parking lot.

RETURN TO SCENE

IAN LASTIC (V.O)

Did I really used my powers today?

Ian then leaves his father’s office.


